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Technicians are exposed to a risk of 

danger and even death because of 

imprecise service documentation.

Engineers tend to ignore the importance 

of proper documentation and manuals 

for end users.

It is expensive to translate and print the 

documentation. It is hard to maintain if 

not managed efficiently.

Engineers write manuals using 

ambiguous language, using complicated 

syntax and words. Their individual 

personality is rendered into documents 

they create.

Documentation is often an afterthought

and made out of necessity, while it 

could become an interesting marketing 

tool and a part of the company image.



STE stands from Simplified Technical English. Once applied, it reduces 
ambiguity and amount of text. It was developed as an aerospace standard.

Etteplan developed software for quick application of the STE.

Typical results include:

 Complying with standards for style, terminology, SEO, tone of voice and more

 Quality improvement in writing and translations

 Safety

 Up to 30% in cost savings on 
translation and localization

 Up to 40% in reduced word count

 Up to 30% in reduced product cycle time

 Up to 40% reduction in overall 
documentation cost

 Efficient conversion of legacy documents



(Statistics provided by Elekta)

 Total translation budget for FY2011 = $824K; 

we achieved savings of up to 40%

 66% COGs reduction in print cost per manual

 30% page count reduction

 20% word count reduction in a user manual

 Improved customer experience and cost savings 

resulting from poor communication, which can 

lead to: 

 Confusion

 Lost production time

 Service calls

 Easier to manage, access, integrate, and reuse content



Benefits:

 High quality and reusability

 Up to 70% time savings

 Reduced time-to-market

 Standardized way of illustrating

 No language barriers

 No translations needed

 Clarity through illustrations

 Single sourcing for illustrations

 Reduce text and translations to a 

minimum

Simplified Technical Illustrations (STI): single sourcing for illustrations, proven 

methodology for high quality and efficiency in illustrations, visual manuals and 

instruction cards.



Benefits:

 Shorter downtimes of machinery or equipment

 Improved accuracy of spare parts ordering

 Shorter lead times due to improved quality of spare parts 

information

 Up to 60% cost savings in catalogue creation, 

maintenance and distribution

 Higher customer satisfaction due to shorter lead times in 

customer service

Illustrated spare parts catalogs



Motor replacement

1. Remove the six hoppers by pulling them out of their bases. If 
there are beans inside the hopper, to prevent the beans from 
spilling, lay the Six-grinder on its front and pull the hopper 
downwards. Make sure that the stainless steel cover is closed. 
Note that these hoppers have no throttle on their bottom side.

2. Stand the Six-grinder back on its base. Use an electric 
screwdriver to release the screws attaching the top-cover to 
the base (three screws on the left and right sides and 5 screws 
on the front and rear).

3. Remove the top-cover by pulling it upwards.

4. Use an electric screwdriver to release the three screws that 
connect the motor to the body. Release only the screws in the 
marked holes.

5. Pull out the motor. Note that the wires of the motor are still 
connected to their plugs, so pull the motor carefully. 
Disconnect the two wires of the motor from their plugs and 
remove the motor.



Motor replacement

A. Motor removal

1. To remove the 6 hoppers, pull them out of their bottom.

To make sure that the beans stay in the hoppers:

1.1 Close the stainless steel covers.

1.2 Put the Six-grinder on its front.

1.3 Pull the hoppers down.

Note: the hoppers do not have a throttle on their bottom side.

2. To remove the top-cover from the bottom:

2.1 Put the Six-grinder on its bottom.

2.2 Release the 3 screws on the left and right sides.

2.3 Release the 5 screws on the front and rear sides.

2.4 Pull the top-cover up.

3. Release the 3 screws that connect the motor to the frame. 
The illustration shows the screws that you must release.

4. Pull out the motor.

Caution: pull the motor carefully, to prevent damage to the motor wires.

4.1 Disconnect the 2 wires of the motor from their plugs.

4.2 Remove the motor.








